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///("SEVEN O'CLOCK NEWSCAST"; FIGURES IN PARENTHESES INDICATE TIME IN MINUTES ELAPSED SINCE START OF PROGRAM))

1. (00) HEADLINES

2. (01) PROSECUTOR GENERAL PRESS DIRECTOR MARCELA DURAN

Approved for Release 2/10/10
ANNOUNCED THAT THE PROSECUTOR GENERAL’S OFFICE HAS FOUND SEVERAL POLICEMEN AND A PROSECUTOR DELEGATE INVOLVED IN EXTORTING MEDIUM LEVEL DRUG TRAFFICKERS IN CALI. (TEXTING)

3. (03) PROSECUTOR-GENERAL ALFONSO VALDIVIESO ANNOUNCED THAT THERE ARE OTHER INTERNAL CORRUPTION INVESTIGATIONS IN PROGRESS IN OTHER CITIES.

4. (04) POLICE COMMANDER GENERAL ROSO JOSE SERRANO AND DEPUTY COMMANDER COLONEL LUIS MONTENEGRO CONSENT ON POLICE CORRUPTION IN CALI.

5. (05) WEATHER REPORT PREDICTS HEAVY RAINS FOR THE HOLY WEEK.

6. (06) CARTAGENA CLEANS ITS LAKES AND BEACHES FOR HOLY WEEK TOURISTS.

7. (07) A MAN FROM MEDELLIN REPORTS THAT HE WAS KIDNAPPED BY ALIENS ON A UFO.

8. (09) REPORT ON PLACIDO DOMINGO PRESENTATION ON 30 MARCH.

9. (10) PASSENGER PLANE FALLS OVER BUCHAREST

10. (14) BOGOTA’S CITIZEN EDUCATION PLAN CONTINUES.

11. (16) ECOPETROL WORKERS PROTEST THE DEATH OF CO-WORKER.

12. (17) BOGOTA AIRPORT POLICE ARREST SEVERAL DRUG TRAFFICKERS.

13. (17) POLICE CONTINUES TO DESTROY MARIJUANA PLANTATIONS IN THE SANTA MARTA MOUNTAIN RANGE

14. (18) BOGOTA MUNICIPAL WORKERS DEMAND PAY RAISE.

15. (18) MEETINGS BETWEEN THE COLOMBIAN AND VENEZUELAN FOREIGN MINISTERS CONCLUDE WITH SEVERAL SPECIFIC AGREEMENTS.

16. (21) SPORTS NEWS.

17. (26) POLICE ARRESTED POACHERS SMUGGLING SEVERAL KINDS OF ENDANGERED WILDLIFE.

18. (28) MARIA BONITA, A NEW COLOMBIAN SOAP OPERA, AIRS ON MONDAY.

19. (30) HEADLINES.